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YouTube is the Number 2 search engine and at the top of social media platforms. This book will
show you how to increase your views, traffic and engagement.Don't just upload a video after
hours of editing and HOPE it gets massive views. There are specific strategies that will push
your views higher. Views = traffic. That's what you are after isn't it?



YouTube TrafficProven Methods For Getting Massive TrafficConverting Views Into TrafficElla
LaurenCopyright 2012Singularis Media Group, LLCPlease check out my other titles:Pinterest
For Rapid Blogging ProfitsSecrets Of Facebook Ad Writing For BeginnersAdvanced Podcasting
Enhancements For PenniesSimple Traffic Generating Techniques You Can Utilize While You
Sleep Please share your thoughts! And give me a review! I have lots to share, but wanted to
keep this simple so you can apply the information right away to increase your views and Traffic
from YouTube. Reality:YouTube is the number 2 search engine. YouTube videos show up in
Google search right along side articles, web sites, blog posts, facebook stuff, etc. It is much
easier to create a fun and interesting video than to write an EPIC blog post. Once you get the
process and technique of video creation mastered, you can literally post a video in a few
minutes (right from your iPhone). I post literally dozens of videos on most days that I am out and
about. It is what I do. I love my work and am passionate about it. It is NOT a job, but my passion!
Lets get started!!Ella Lauren My Top TechniquesGenerating Views and Driving
Traffic KeywordsGet these right and you will see results. There are many ways to do this and
ways to spy on your competition that I will outline below. When generating a list of Keywords for
a video you should think – “What do people type in when looking for X?” That simple concept
will generate a list of essential keywords to use for your video.
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Regina Schulz, “Small but Mighty. Yes its only 13 pages but I figure if anything is a quick read
and gives me just ONE new idea, its worth whatever I paid for it. This book gave me half a
dozen without going on and on and on.  Thanks!”

Sarah, “Quick read with valuable info.. Don't let the short length fool you. This quick read gave
me lots of new ideas. I have read a few books about youtube and I don't think this book
duplicated any ideas. There isn't a ton of detail but most of the steps are self explanatory and the
author states that she will personally help you.”

The book by Ella Lauren has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 4 people have provided feedback.
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